
RedBox™ from DiversiTech is a durable, dependable condensate pump designed 
for years of trouble free service. RedBox provides up to 4.6M of li� and can pump 
up to 284 litres per hour. Its unique design is packed with great features including 

simpli!es the way you work by making installation fast and simple.  The SmartPlug 
multi-!t plug system allows you to easily replace pumps in existing installations.  
RedBox™ can be installed quickly and easily in any application.
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RedBoxTM 

The new RedBox condensate 
pump is a reliable tank pump 
that provides up to 4.6M of 
li� and "ow rate of 284 litres 
per hour. Features include 
a multi-!t plug for easy retro-!tting, vibration 
dampening feet, metal hang tabs, reversible 
deck, four inlet holes, "oat switch and 
removable check valve.  Suitable for use with 
condensate up to 71ºC.
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A multi-fit plug system allows you to easily replace pumps in existing installations. 
Easily retrofits to existing / installed non-DiversiTech condensate pumps. Simply 
unplug the old / failed pump, and plug in a new DiversiTech RedBox™

Rubber feet dampen vibration which reduces noise.

Red, yellow, and green indicator lights show the pump status. Green for 
power, yellow for pump running, and red for high level alarm.

Shatterproof stainless steel hang tabs have hole-and-slot design for 
easy mounting. Tabs are located on convenient 20cm centers.

RedBox uses a special float made from foamed polyethylene that is 
chemically and environmentally resistant and long lasting. The RedBox float 
simply floats and will provide years of dependable service.

The top deck of RedBox is reversible to allow for flexibility during installation.  

Removable check valve for easy cleaning.

Four inlets versus two or three on other pumps provide the greatest
installation versatility. Inlet holes have a reinforced wall for durability.
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